Bringing the Big World of Small Engines Together for the First Time in 5 Years!

An Opportunity That’s Right for You. International OEMs, suppliers, researchers, engineers, academia and government converge at SAE’s Small Powertrains and Energy Systems Technology Conference (SETC) to discover new and emerging technologies for small engine devices, covering fuel economy and energy efficiency, engine and motor performance, reduced emissions and more. Find your loyal and potential customers among these key decision-makers.

Oct. 31–Nov. 2 | Minneapolis, Minnesota
sae.org/setc
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15+ Countries Represented
86% of Participants come from the Automotive Industry
75% of Participants work in Engineering and/or R&D
Addressing Challenges Big and Small
Attendees will be looking for new research, potential partners and products and services like yours, to help them solve for the shifts in the industry. The main subject areas of the program are:
Combustion engines  |  New energy sources  |  Components  |  Development technologies
Fuels, lubricants and tribology  |  Vehicle technologies  |  Environmental impacts  |  Materials

Why Should Your Company Exhibit and Sponsor?
Reach a global audience and expand your contact and client base when you showcase your products and services at SETC. Compliment your exhibit space with a cost-effective, high-visibility sponsorship to build brand awareness and recognition for your company. Our sales team can help you design a package that meets your unique goals and budget.

Contact Rebecca Courson to learn more about exhibitor and sponsorship opportunities at SETC 2023.

Get Started